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KEY CONCEPTS: 
 
Cultural Renaissance — The rebirth and renewal of culture. Drawing on elements of culture 
from the past and making it new again. 
 
Community — an interactive population of various kinds of people living in a common location. 
A healthy community is one in which “diversity” is prized and when the various cultural 
backgrounds of individuals are celebrated. Individuals are free to express their identity. Through 
the work of individuals, the community is then lifted up and renewed.  
 
Self-Expression — the expression of your thoughts and feelings, especially through artistic 
activities such as music, painting, writing, dancing, acting, etc. Self-expression has two parts: 
self and expression. Self means knowing who you are as a person, where you come from, who 
you want to be. Expression means doing something that makes that identity known to others. 
This is the freedom of improvisation, the act of sharing who you are and what you are feeling. 
 
SHOW OUTLINE: 
 

Take The A-Train 
DUKE ELLINGTON, COMMUNITY, HARLEM 
 

- Good morning! We’re so excited to be back with you for our second Jazz for Young 
People show of the year. That was a song called Take The A-Train. The lyrics of that 
song go like this… repeat after me... 

You must take the A-Train 
To get to Sugar Hill way up in Harlem 

- Who’s heard of Harlem? Where is it? 
- The topic of our show today is the Harlem Renaissance.  
- What does the word “Renaissance” mean? What was the European Renaissance? 
- Not only we’re people in Manhattan taking the train up to Harlem, but people from all 

over the country were making the journey to Harlem and places like Harlem. These were 
a diverse group of people with a wide range of backgrounds.  

- What is The Great Migration? 
- Starting immediately after World War I, huge numbers of African-Americans began 

leaving the rural south and headed north, looking for new jobs and new opportunities. 
This enormous movement of people lasted until 1970 and is known as the Great 



Migration—in all, around 6 million African-Americans moved north. In large part, people 
we looking to escape the entrenched racism and segregation of the south.  

- We’re going to play a song now that was made famous by Louis Armstrong who was 
part of the Great Migration. He brought his quintessentially New Orleans sound to New 
York City, and in this next song, you’re going to hear those two sounds collide. 

 

Up A Lazy River 
 

- All of the people coming to Harlem brought with them their distinct but interrelated 
cultures and experiences. Imagine, people from Georgia, from Louisiana, from Texas, 
and Virginia, mixing with people from Spain and France, Eastern Europe, and the rest of 
the world. In many ways, New York is still like this.  

- Musicians weren’t the only types of people that made their way to Harlem. All sorts of 
talented artists and intellectuals found their way into the new urban centers.  

- Writers, playwrights, scientists were interested in celebrating this diversity finding new 
modes of “Self-Expression” but also investigating where they came from. Zora Neal 
Hurston. This Future--Past connection. Composers like Duke Ellington combined the 
Blues with European classical music—this was the early form of the mash-up. 

- The effect of all these artists living in such close quarters was that they couldn’t help but 
be inspired by all the art around them.  

- Who was Langston Hughes? 
 
Introduce Langston Hughes and the Blues. Call up two volunteers to read Langston Hughes’ 
“Po’ Boy Blues” while we play the blues, horns interacting with the students during each stanza. 
 

“Po’ Boy Blues”, Blues 
 

- Another important artist of the Harlem Renaissance was a pianist and songwriter named 
Fats Waller.  

- Stride piano was a style that developed out of ragtime and earlier classical music and 
that allowed a solo pianist to take over or interpret all the different rolls of the musicians 
in the band.  

- Sometimes if you couldn’t afford to hire a full band, you could just hire a pianist.  
- Demonstration begins with showing how the piano can take over the roll of the whole 

band. Eventually the other guys call out, “hey let’s blow this joint…. Yea let’s go find 
another band who needs us… etc…” They leave stage and wait while Sam plays piano 
intro to Ain’t Misbehavin. 

 

Ain’t Misbehavin 
 



- We want to leave you with the concept that self-expression is not just a right, it’s an 
obligation! When an artist raises her or his voice, expresses his or her opinion, they lift 
up everyone around them.  

- That’s what happened with Duke Ellington. He was such a powerful person and worked 
so hard at his craft, that he elevated the community around him. He created and 
maintained a working band for over 50 years.  

- The Harlem Renaissance was not just a couple of important people doing important 
things. It was a vast movement and it was a community of individuals that were 
committed to a common cause.  

- What is your community? How do you express yourself within your community? 
- Who are notable artists today that are having a positive impact on their 

communities? 
- Q&A 
- Nothing symbolizes the excitement of a community better than a Harlem Renaissance 

institution called a rent party. A rent party was thrown by a tenant who would get 
musicians and dancers to perform, and then charge admission to friends and neighbors 
to help pay their rent.  

 
Rent party. Divide audience into groups of kids, one on either side of the band. Competition to 
see which side can dance better to the music…  
 

Lady Be Good 
 
End. 


